Organics Waste-to-Value Forum 2022

Introduction
Background
Organic waste accounts for approximately 30% or more of disposed waste in NL. Both research and
practice have shown there are practical strategies for the use of organic by-products (or “residuals”)
from forestry, agriculture, fisheries, and aquaculture sectors as inputs for the development of other
types of beneficial products. Similarly, there are examples of effective community and regional scale
efforts to convert residential-municipal organic waste into compost and other products with beneficial
uses.
Through the work it was doing as part of its long-standing partnership with the Multi-Materials
Stewardship Board, the Harris Centre increasingly heard a growing interest among multiple groups in
pursuing these opportunities. The Harris Centre worked closely with a planning team (Appendix B) to
design and develop this cross-sectoral dialogue seeking to:
 Clarify and better understand the current interest and opportunities for developing practical
“waste-to-value” enterprises in NL – both within and across organic waste streams and sectors.
 Explore which strategies and enterprises are the most relevant, viable and offer the greatest
potential impact – both waste diversion and socio-economic value-added – for NL.
 Begin to identify a few “actionable opportunities” – current feasible opportunities for combining
and using organic waste materials from sources primarily associated with the forestry, fisheries,
aquaculture and agriculture/food sectors – participants believe they can develop immediately.
 Inform and advance policy discussions within NL that support the development of these
opportunities and, more broadly, enable the adoption of waste-to-value approaches for organic
waste streams.
Forum Overview
On April 22, 2022, the Harris Centre hosted the Organics Waste-to-Value Forum. Over 50 participants
(Appendix A) from forestry, agriculture, fisheries, aquaculture, waste management, local and provincial
government, academia, research institutions and others came together to identify and explore potential
organic “waste-to-value” opportunities (i.e., using these materials as feedstocks for creating new
products, enterprises and other social and economic benefits) in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Through a mix of presentations, information sharing and group discussions (Appendix C), Forum
participants were invited to identify the next steps towards realizing what they saw as
 The most promising of these waste-to-value opportunities;
 Significant challenges or barriers that would need to be addressed; and
 Potential next steps to advance the discussion and work.
In order to promote openness in this discussion, participants were invited to express their individual
experiences with and opinions on the utilization of organic waste materials. This “What We Heard”
document purposely presents participants’ comments anonymously and with minimal editing for
purposes of clarity.
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What We Heard – Part 1
Morning Discussion Sessions
After sharing their ideas for the wide range of potential waste-to-value approaches and opportunities
across the four sectors (Working Session #1), Forum participants were asked to select the 2-3 ideas from
their small group discussion they felt would be more feasible and have a greater economic benefits and
waste diversion impacts (Working Session #2).
Through these small group discussions, participants identified the following list of opportunities for
advancing waste-to-value strategies:






















Pursue pilot project that would allow us to go through the process  help us figure out the
barriers – including policy barriers – by doing it.
Develop and establish standards for organic waste management facilities  create clear
guidelines and expectations for organizations and companies so they know what they need to
do.
Identify the needs and opportunities to change rules & regulations to become more supportive
of waste-to-value and associated economic development; create a stronger policy environment
for supporting business development.
Look specifically at opportunities for using lower value residuals/materials; turn low value to
higher value through collaboration with academia/researchers.
Stronger collaboration between research community & industry.
There are opportunities in aquaculture for extracting and using higher quality organic materials
and also for biosolids management.
Household level collection and separation of organic waste  increase opportunities and
feasibility for combining residential and industrial organics.
Develop options for more effective separation of materials/organics at or near the source.
Identify and adopt industry “best practices” at the source.
Explore and develop regional approach(es) in order create economies of scale.
Integrating waste management into regional and economic development.
Take advantage of the infrastructure that already exists here (e.g., regional waste facilities) 
locations could serve as an “incubation space” for new approaches and enterprises.
Regionalized policy framework.
Explore specific opportunities for public-private partnerships  what are the specific
opportunities with different levels of government.
Creating opportunities and support for entrepreneurship and “middlemen” to manage waste for
different sectors (not job of farmer or sawmill owner); how do we support entrepreneurship in
this area.
We need better measurement & data on organic waste streams (volumes, qualities, locations,
etc.) in order to understand specific opportunities; quantification and qualification of our waste.
Develop the technology needed for tracking organic waste streams.
Broaden awareness of local initiatives, assets, and collaborations  there are things already
happening that we can grow, replicate or learn from.
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Human behavior and culture affect practices and policy  need to develop a better
understanding of why we do what we do here in NL.
More opportunities and supports for bringing people and sectors together  put the pieces
together and create pilot projects/programs that enable collaboration between industries.
Need to think about logistics (transportation, consistency of supplies, etc.)  regulatory
authorities’ role to create a framework that companies can then work within?
Ban on organics to landfill, with a specific implementation timeline.

What We Heard – Part 2
Afternoon Discussion Sessions
Working with the list of ideas emerging from the morning discussion sessions, members of the project
and planning team created six themes that served as the framework for the afternoon’s discussions.
Participants were invited to select one theme and join with other participants in further discussing the
ideas, needs and opportunities in this topic area. Within each theme, participants were asked where
possible to highlight one or more opportunities that fit into these three categories:
 “Tangible” opportunities (i.e., ready to go  we can pursue this immediately; short to mediumterm deliverables/impacts);
 “Possible” opportunities (i.e., good plausible idea that could happen in the medium term, but
we need to bring additional folks together to sort through how to make it happen); and/or
 “Longer-term potential” opportunities (i.e., this could have a big impact/return, but there are
quite a few questions that need answering; suggests some needed applied research).

Themes & Responses
A. Creating multi-sectoral collaboration spaces
 Important to regionalize as regions will have different ways of handling multi-sectoral
collaboration spaces
 Data acquisition: Data is needed on location, volume, type, composition, characteristics
of waste stream in order to see the full picture of where we are and where we want to
go from here
 Essential – create a working group with people from different sectors (forestry,
agriculture, aquaculture, etc.)
 Questions:
o Should the data be scaled or drone data (surveys for volume) vs larger
assumptions

B. Regional approaches
 A regional framework for waste management already exists on the island portion of the
province, including governance and administration of those regions. Much of the
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infrastructure and capacity is already well established; e.g., there is already
transportation and collection network (though focused on residential waste rather than
Industrial-Commercial-Institutional sectors), waste site, facilities, all in place.
Gaps:
o Infrastructure specifically for organics, needs to be created.
o There isn’t much knowledge of quantification of organic waste, we don’t know the
characteristics and makeup of this organic waste.
o Bit of knowledge gap of organics processing
Benefits of regionalization to deal with these gaps:
o Already some resources amongst various bodies and organizations, connections
with various groups, governments, sectors within their regions
o What region-specific needs are there? Scale appropriately for your own region
o Can create an environment for material exchange and innovation within the region
Government being the leader may not be the best solution; industry can drive this and
region can help support as it goes through.
Barrier for regional approach – the province has regions for waste management, but not
all regions are at the same level of operations, not all are as established yet.

C. Data quantification
 Absence of data at local/regional and provincial levels is a significant barrier to progress
 Tangible opportunity: Inventory database so we can know the gaps, barrier is that
units are not mandated to report on waste that is being disposed, can ask industries
(some may be doing it anyway), so engage with industries to understand the
practices they already follow; process the data to make it useable
 Waste collection being supported and traced by the industry  need to show the
benefit of sharing the data, value from waste, using data and collaboration to the
benefit of everybody
 Questions/Opportunities:
o Industry can share data, better collaboration = better data; what sort of barriers
are there with industry partners, what IP barriers are there when different
companies own data collection systems?
 One way to do that is living labs framework (adopted by Eastern Health)
– a great place to start.
o Data is relevant to what is collected in information, disagreeing on where waste
was actually going, could you see an immediate implementation that someone
has to record on where waste is going?
o Pilot projects, start small and scaling up, learning what challenges are there
along the way take it from there (e.g., are there confidentiality issues, IP issues,
etc.) share with others.
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D. Public policy/standards and regulations supporting business development
[Note: whereas most of the small discussion groups were able to develop some level of
shared observations and suggestions, this group explicitly noted that their report back to the
full group was not a consensus set of comments. Instead, each of the following comments
may represent the views of just one or a few of the members in the group.]















Stopping the one-offs to go against the existing policies (amendments happen all the
time, fish going into landfills etc.)  stopping the exception to the rules.
o Needs to be existing facilities in place to stop this so that material has somewhere
else to go
Specific policy levers outside of waste management regulatory framework:
o Generate electricity and sell it to the grid, micro grids
o Address high transportation costs in NL (change to transportation policy)
o Modify farm protection act  currently farmer is protected to compost, but
somebody wanting to process this downstream is not protected from community
complaints (can modify act to broaden this further)
Update municipal regulations with updated definitions (many communities use old
definitions of terms like agriculture for example)
o Clear guidelines that counselors who are not experts can look to and understand
Need for multi-sectoral advisory board, need for different government departments and
agencies to talk to each other, the onus is falling on entrepreneurs to encourage
connection
Walk ideas right through, address challenges and policy barriers as you go, so people
who want change don’t have to do it on their own
Start with small policy shifts; go out and look at other provinces for what they do for
organics, going incrementally is the way to go and making specific changes can be very
effective
Ban on organics in landfills; some business and organizations rely on organic waste
going to the landfill in order to continue to be financially sustainable, so we need to
define timeline and start picking up waste that we will not allow in landfills anymore
Not a lot of players in this market, only about 15 in the province looking to expand; we
need to solve this for those who wish to go forward and move ahead – not policies that
need to apply to everything under the sun, policies can be more specific to allow things
to move forward.

E. Ecosystem infrastructure (brokers and entrepreneurship)
 Look for natural and economic clusters – We are a very diffused province in terms of
industry and population; certain areas are more equipped to deal with certain waste
streams in terms of raw materials
o Need for regional examination; we are still grasping at straws for getting
accurate numbers for these things
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Tangible opportunity: start with a holistic approach to create a baseline study of waste
management among provincial regions  what do our organic waste streams actually
look like?
o Need this so that we can create business models relevant to each region
o Government, industry and municipal partners can work on this now.
o Foundational knowledge can attract investment into pilot projects, fosters industry,
gov, academic engagement etc. Solid foundations and numbers to back it up and
help move it along, leveraging government and investor support
Long term opportunity: regional approach to handling different types of organic waste,
can we scale this so it works in other regions, more holistic and integrated approach to
waste management in NL
Question: Is there political will to limit offshore trawlers unfettered ability to dump their
waste in seas? Would an investigation include information about fish processed on boat
that doesn’t make it to shore?

F. Research collaborations
 Some of the challenges include:
o Effectively communicating complex ideas to industry and general public
o Having restrictive funding to the lab and research (nothing beyond pilot project)
 Develop policy changes and collaborate with funding partners to do things
beyond the pilot scale, host more conferences, let people know there’s research
out there (MUN, CNA)
o Pilot projects can be an effective way to start, but often are not able to continue
past the pilot stage
o Building trust with industry; industries may not see the benefit of taking risks
associated with new or different approaches
o Public reluctance to change and accepting new technology as they believe it may
upend their communities, jobs etc.
 How collaboration with industry works depends on who the partners are; many
different types of resources  how do we find the best match for desired outcomes?
o In terms of capacity, Environmental Policy Innovation Lab at Grenfell can help
develop student capacity, designed to address questions relative to the province
 Tangible opportunity: expand Memorial’s focus beyond the Avalon  have educational
sessions, tell people what research is going on, and engage with industry and general
public in regions across the province.
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Closing Reflections
To close out the Forum’s discussions, we invited leaders from each of the key sectors to share their
thoughts and reflections on the day’s discussions, including:
 Anything new or interesting that caught their attention;
 Any specific ideas or strategies they felt had promise and could be pursued further; and
 Initial thoughts about next steps.

What We Heard
Incomplete and insufficient data needs to be addressed.




Surprising the degree to which we don’t know some of the waste streams or how much of the
material might be available – action required here
Forestry has very well measured and quantified waste streams (and are pretty consistent)
Importance of data (except forestry), discrepancy with what exists – priority going forward

Create better opportunities and support for innovation and entrepreneurs.



Gap in entrepreneurs and manufacturing – let’s bridge this gap
Who are the innovators, companies, and middlemen etc. who can close these gaps? Better
define problems and opportunities to attract these people into these spaces

Opportunities and interest in collaboration exists – create mechanisms for further developing the
discussion and potential collaboration needed in this area.





We need to work together, larger scale working group of policy makers and industry to make
solutions ahead of time
Issues in every sector and people want to work together to find solutions and utilize waste to
the best of our ability
Mechanism for continuing after bringing vast amount of expertise into the same room
Establish an advisory council going forward; take advantage of today’s discussion.

Agriculture sector is diverse – has both big opportunities and complexities.






Opportunities for fertilizers, create soil, products to enhance food production in the province.
Agriculture cannot be viewed as a dumping ground, each organic product is different, mindful of
what is contained in different organic materials before we put it in the ground, fertilizers need
to be certified and have proper labelling.
Provincial soil laboratory used by farmers, can test any product with nutrient claim, help
develop recipes for compost, expertise on staff to do that work for free.
Organic waste from slaughterhouse, (in pet food, feather meal) not currently being captured.
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Look at appropriate scale and models for maximizing capturing the economic value and community
benefits from organic waste.





Going forward – consider a regional basis (business models, return on investments).
Economics of scale – have to make sure we are creating products in a form that can be used,
applicability of products we are creating.
The importance of maximizing the resources we’re taking out now and increase economic and
community value of what we take out.
Every waste has value and it is important to capture this.

Next Steps
One intention of the Organics Waste-to-Value Forum was to share information, create connections and
encourage participants to discover new opportunities of mutual interest. As a reflection of the Forum,
we hope this report will also serve that purpose. We encourage all Forum participants and other
interested readers of this report to use the Forum and the information in this report as a catalyst for
pursuing ideas and actions – both on their own and in collaboration with others – within their realms of
interest.
As the convener of the Forum, the Harris Centre has identified two themes it feels it is in a position to
advance given its capacities and mission. Working in collaboration with other partners, the Harris Centre
intends to explore opportunities to support and advance efforts in the following areas:
1. Incomplete and insufficient data on organic waste needs to be addressed.
2. Opportunities and interest in collaboration exists – create mechanisms for further developing
the discussion and potential collaboration.
The Harris Centre will also continue to maintain the website created for the Waste-to-Value Forum;
https://www.harriscentreforum.ca/organics-waste-to-value-forum-2022
We will use this site to post new information and initiatives relevant to advancing organics waste-tovalue efforts in Newfoundland and Labrador as we become aware of it. Likewise, we invite others to use
this site to share ideas and resources.
Thank you.
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Appendix A – Participants
Vinny Bhat
Ever Green Environmental Corp.

Sabrina Ellsworth
Government of NL

Rajib Biswal
Grenfell Campus, Memorial University

Ed Evans
Central Newfoundland Waste
Management/Central Regional Service
Board

Emily Bland
SucSeed
Heather Burke
Marine Institute, Memorial University
Ken Carter
Grenfell Campus, Memorial University
Sara Cheema
Memorial University
Doreen Churchill
Natural Resources Canada - Canadian Forest
Service
Christa Curnew
NL Department of Environment and Climate
Change
Pat Curran
Pat Curran + Associates Inc.
Deepika Dave
Marine Institute, Memorial University
Samir Debnath
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Stephen Decker
Grenfell Campus, Memorial University
Maria Del Vecchio
G&M Family Farm Limited
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Nicholas Fairbridge
Memorial University // Harbour Farmstead
Edmundo Fausto
City of St. John's
Bojan Fürst
The Harris Centre, Memorial University
Christine Gillard
Botanical Garden, Memorial University
Dawn Gough
EnTec Environmental Consulting
Juran Goyali
Marine Institute, Memorial University
Darrell Green
Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry
Association
Kieran Hanley
Econext
Peter Haring
Government of NL, Department of
Environment and Climate Change
Kelly Hawboldt
Memorial University
Diane Hollett
NL Marine Organics
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Keith Hutchings
Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation
Jonathan Kawaja
Department of Fisheries, Forestry and
Agriculture
Amana Kedir
Memorial University
Hillary King
Cohousing NL

PARDY’S Waste Management and Industrial
Services
Susan Mouland
Government of NL, Department of
Environment and Climate Change
Harold Murphy
Burin Peninsula Regional Services Board
Andrew Niblock
City of St. John's

Andrew King
City of Corner Brook

Tonya Norman
Agriculture and Agri-food Canada - Atlantic
Regional Office

Jason King
Western Regional Service Board

Chris Paterson
The Harris Centre, Memorial University

Mark Lane
Northpine Foundation

Andrea Peet
SucSeed

Roseanne Leonard
NL Association of CBDCs

Mery Perez
Grenfell Campus, Memorial University

Michael Long
CNA Office of Applied Research and
Innovation

Chad Phillips
Government of NL, Department of
Environment and Climate Change

Laura McCardle
Johnson Geo Centre

Robin Philpott
Cottles Island Lumber Co Ltd

Sharon McLennon
NL Workforce Innovation Centre

Joe Pittman
Burin Peninsula Regional Service Board

Sean McNeill
Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation

Angela Viviana Ramirez-Luna
Planeet Consulting

Paula Mendonça
Technology Transfer and Commercialization
Office, Memorial University

Aaron Ryan
College of the North Atlantic

Steve Moores
The Harris Centre – Memorial University

Gary Ryan
Multi-Materials Stewardship Board
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Ana Larissa Santiago Hansted
Memorial University
Glenn Sharp
Sharp Management
Wayne Simmons
NL Federation of Agriculture
Kevin Smith
Grieg Seafood Newfoundland
Kalysha Snow
NL Federation of Agriculture
Jamie Stroh
Crombie REIT
Diego Toledo
Horizontnl.ca
Jeremiah Vallotton
Memorial University
Nikhilesh Paliath Vinod
Memorial University
Jamie Ward
Harris Centre Regional Analytics Lab
Ben Wiper
3F Waste Recovery
Jonathan Yick
Independent
Zhiwen Zhu
Memorial University
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Kieran Hanley, econext
Bill Dawson, NL Forest Industry Association
Darrell Green, Newfoundland Aquaculture Industry Association
Derek Butler, Association of Seafood Producers
Kalysha Snow, Newfoundland and Labrador Federation of Agriculture
Joshua Smee, Food First NL
Ashley Burke and Gary Ryan, NL Multi-Materials Stewardship Board
Keith Hutchings, Canadian Centre for Fisheries Innovation
Chris Paterson & Bojan Fürst, The Harris Centre, Memorial University

Appendix C – Forum Agenda & Discussion Questions
8:30am

Welcome & Overview

8:50

Opening Panel: Perspectives and Perceived Opportunities
 Robin Philpot (Forestry)
 Wayne Simmons (Agriculture)
 Keith Hutchings (Fisheries)
 Kieran Hanley (econext)

9:20

Working Session #1: Ideas & Opportunities (smaller group discussions)

10:00

Break

10:15

“Reality Check” – Different Ways of Thinking about Possible Opportunities
 Kelly Hawboldt, Engineering & Applied Science, Memorial University
 Joe Pittman, Burin Regional Service Board
 Ed Evans, Central Regional Service Board
 Andrew Niblock, City of St. John’s

11:00

Working Session #2: Focusing Our Attention (smaller group discussions)

11:30

Report Back & Discussion

12-1pm

Lunch
 Peter Haring, Department of Environment and Climate Change

1pm

Memorial and CNA as Resources and Potential Partners
 Michael Long, Applied Research and Innovation, College of the North
Atlantic
 Paula Mendonça, Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office,
Memorial University
 Jamie Ward, Harris Centre Regional Analytics Laboratory, Memorial
University

1:40

Working session #3: Moving from Ideas to Action (smaller group discussions)

2:30

Break

2:45

Report Back and Discussion – Building an Emerging “Opportunity Agenda”
14

3:30

Closing – “Roundtable Reflection” & Next Steps

4:00pm

Adjourn

Discussion Questions:
1. Working Session #1: Ideas & Opportunities
o
o

What’s already happening and working here in NL?
What opportunities are we missing?
 Are there interesting approaches or examples from other places that could work
here in NL?
 Could we expand some of the things “already working” here in NL?
 What could and should we be exploring further?

2. Working Session #2: Focusing Our Attention
o

What do you see as most promising and feasible/actionable opportunities or areas for
further exploration and development?

3. Working session #3: Moving from Ideas to Action
o

o
o

Based on this morning’s discussion and what we heard/saw from the research community,
what are or could be 2-3 priority “actionable opportunities” to pursue?
 Are there natural geographic and economic clustering across sectors and waste
streams to be considered and taken advantage of in NL?
What can we (the groups/sectors in this room) do to begin to develop these opportunities?
What is standing in our way? (What are the key barriers, gaps and questions that need to be
addressed in order for this to be successful?
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Appendix D – Handout 1: Forum Participant Objectives
Containing Participant Responses to Pre -Forum Question,
“What are some things you would most like to “ walk away with” from this Forum ”?
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Appendix E – Handout 2: Knowledge & Experience
Containing Participant Responses to Pre -Forum Question,
“What is your knowledge and experience with organic waste or “waste to value”
strategies”?
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Appendix F – Handout 3: Memorial Assets
Containing Memorial researchers responses to the question,
"What are some of the organics waste-to-value research and related assets
currently available at Memorial University?"
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